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Three QSR Tracks for Atlanta
INFORMS Annual Meeting, Oct. 19-22

The 2003 INFORMS Annual Meeting in Atlanta will
feature a QSR Sponsored Cluster with sessions organized
into three parallel tracks.  In addition to the 16 sessions
on SPC/SQC, DOE, and Reliability, there will be 9
sessions that are either jointly sponsored with another
INFORMS section or specially invited by organizations
outside of INFORMS (see the Chair's Message on page 2
for details).  There will also be 13 sessions on diverse
topics such as Modeling, Time-Frequency Analysis,
Design and Manufacturing, Multi-Response
Optimization, Engineering Design Optimization,
Distributed Sensing, Quality Management, Logistics and
Supply Chain Management, Integration Models, and
Industrial Statistics.  Be sure to bring a good pair of
shoes and get ready for some session jumping.

On Sunday, Oct. 19, at 10:00-11:30, the four finalists in
the QSR Best Student Paper Award competition will
present their entries.  Members of the audience will be
asked to help judge the presentations, to select the
overall winner.  This year's finalists are:

• Myong K. Jeong, "Wavelet-Based SPC Procedure for
Complicated Functional"

• Pansoo Kim, "Optimal Engineering System Design

San Jose Conference Review
INFORMS 2002

Journal Editors Panel: (top row) John English, Way Kuo, (middle row)
Andrew Kusiak, Douglas Montgomery, and (bottom row) William
Notz, William Woodall.

“Future Trends in QSR Research” was the topic of a

continued on page 3

continued on page 5

http://qsr.section.informs.org
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A Message from the Chair…
Ever since our formal beginnings in 1998, I have always
referred to QSR as a "new" section of INFORMS.  In
light of our growth in size and stature over the past few
years, however, I think the time has finally come when
we can safely drop the "new" and think of ourselves as
an "established" section.  Our past Chairs, Officers, and
Advisory Board deserve a lot of thanks for their hard
work towards bringing the QSR Section up to this level.

The year 2003 has been a banner one for QSR in many
respects.  We have sustained our steady growth rate and
again achieved a membership increase of roughly 20%
over the past year.  On top of this, we have a very active
membership.  The QSR cluster at the INFORMS 2003
Annual Conference in Atlanta will have an impressive 38
sessions!  This rivals (in most cases exceeds) even the
largest of the INFORMS Subdivisions.  The QSR Cluster
also contains a number of interesting special sessions,
including panel discussions, highlights of NSF sponsored
research, the Technometrics best paper session, and our
annual QSR Student Best Paper Competition (see page 1
of this newsletter).  Our Chair-Elect and Cluster Chair,
Fugee Tsung, has really done a tremendous job putting
all this together.  For the first time, QSR will have a
special issue of Quality & Reliability Engineering
International devoted to research presented at the QSR
Cluster.  This represents a big step towards the objective
of ensuring better journal representation for QSR.

QSR has also done quite well with our outreach activities
and interactions with other sections and subdivisions of
INFORMS.  We have a total of six sessions in Atlanta
that are jointly sponsored with other INFORMS entities
– the Simulation Section, the Computing Society, and
even the Supply Chain Management Cluster.  In addition
to building bridges within INFORMS, we continue to
attract many new members from outside of the
mainstream OR/MS communities (at least it seems that
way from scouring the membership list).  Our
multidisciplinary flavor has always been one of our
strengths, and I believe the extra dose of technical
diversity strengthens INFORMS as well.  As Way Kuo
points out in somewhat broader terms in his article on

Member Updates
C.F. Jeff Wu was appointed the Coca-Cola Chair in
Engineering Statistics in the School of Industrial and
Systems Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology

Kwok Tsui was elected a Fellow of the American
Statistical Association in August 2003.

Janjun "Jan" Shi was promoted to full Professor in the
Department of Industrial and Operations Engineering,
and the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Michigan.

Dan Apley was appointed Associate Professor in the
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management
Sciences, Northwestern University.

Qiang Huang was appointed Assistant Professor in
Industrial and Management Systems Engineering,
University of South Florida.

Yong Chen was appointed Assistant Professor in the
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering,
University of Iowa, and also received the Rackham
Predoctoral Fellowship from the University of Michigan.

Glenn Miller was appointed Associate Professor in the
School of Business, Piedmont College.

Xiaoming Huo organized a session on "Multiscale
Methods in Statistics" for the Joint Statistical Meeting,
San Francisco, August 2003.

Ph.D. degrees earned…
Navadon Sortrakul from University of Arkansas, for
“Integrating Preventive Maintenance Planning and
Production Scheduling”, Advisor: Richard Cassady.

Qiang Huang from University of Michigan, in August
2003, was also named Student of the Year in the
Department of Industrial and Operations Engineering,
Advisor: Jan Shi.

Hyun-Woo Cho from the Pohang University of Science
and Technology, in August 2003, for "Batch Process
Monitoring and Diagnosis with Information Sharing: An
On-line Data-driven Approach", Advisor: Kwang-Jae
Kim.

continued on page 5continued on page 4
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Q S R  E X E C U T I V E  O F F I C E R S

CHAIR

Dan Apley
Northwestern University
apley@northwestern.edu

CHAIR ELECT

Fugee Tsung
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
season@ust.hk

SECRETARY/TREASURER

Kurt Palmer
University of Southern California
kpalmer@usc.edu

COUNCIL MEMBERS

Harriet Black Nembhard
University of Wisconsin - Madison
hbnem@engr.wisc.edu

Hoang Pham
Rutgers University
hopham@rci.rutgers.edu

Theodore T. Allen
Ohio State University
allen.515@osu.edu

Tapas Das
University of South Florida
das@eng.usf.edu

Guided by Data-Mining Methods"
• Haitao Liao, "Customer-Oriented Reliability

Verification and Robust Design Optimization for
Highly Reliable Products under Stochastic Use
Conditions"

• Hong Wan, "Controlled Sequential Bifurcation: A
New Factor-Screening Method for Discrete-Event
Simulation"

The award presentation will be at the QSR business
meeting/reception (Monday, Oct 20, 6:15-7:15).

The business meeting will also include announcement of
the 2004 QSR Officers election results and a discussion
of section activities for the coming year.

In order to prepare for the conference, be sure to visit
the online program at the conference web site
www.informs.org/Conf/Atlanta2003.v

continued from page 1

MEMBER UPDATE INFORMATION

Send items to be included in future editions of
the QSR News to the Newsletter Editor:

Kurt Palmer
University of Southern California
kpalmer@usc.edu
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Q S R  A D V I S O R Y  B O A R D

C. F. Jeff Wu (Chair)
Georgia Institute of Technology

Susan L. Albin
Rutgers University

Russell Barton
Pennsylvania State University

John Birge
Northwestern University

Way Kuo
Texas A&M University

Amit Mitra
Auburn University

Douglas C. Montgomery
Arizona State University

Vijay Nair
University of Michigan

Ajit Tamhane
Northwestern University

Marlin U. Thomas
Purdue University

William Woodall
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

page 4 of this newsletter, a multidisciplinary perspective
may be essential for the long term health of our entire
profession.

In closing, I want to say that it has been a pleasure
serving as QSR Chair and working with our Officers,
Advisory Board, Past Chairs, and members.  I look
forward to continuing to work with everyone in growing
the section, and I would welcome any suggestions you
might have.  If you plan on attending the Atlanta
conference, then please be sure to stop by the QSR
reception and business meeting on Monday, October 20,
from 6:15-7:15 in Westin Tower 1201. Hope to see you
there! Best Regards, Dan Apley v

continued from page 2

The following article is a modified version of
"Redefining Our Relevance," Industrial Engineering,

Vol. 35, No. 5, 2003, by Way Kuo. It is reprinted with
the permission of the Institute of Industrial Engineers,
3577 Parkway Lane, Suite 200, Norcross, GA  30092,

770-449-0461. Copyright©2003

Perspectives on Industrial
Engineering Education and
Research

Way Kuo
Texas A&M University

This paper is written based on the keynote speech,
sponsored by the National Science Council, R.O.C., that
was presented at the APIES’2002 on December 19, 2002
in Taipei, Taiwan.

Introduction
In my paper, I want first to give an introduction to
industrial engineering, then to review its past, and finally
to address both the current status and the future of
industrial engineering.

To this end, let me point out that the roots of industrial
engineering are in the industrial revolution.  It was the
success of the industrial revolution in changing society
that eventually assured the acceptance of mass
production worldwide.  As a result of the increased
competition, efficiency and quality assumed an important
role in the production process, a number of key areas of
IE have emerged in the past century to deal with them.
They include human factors, operations research, quality
control, manufacturing, inventory control, including the
supply chain management, and others.  Some of these
areas rose to prominence and then were quickly
challenged due to technological and economic changes in
our system.  Look at the people around you and you will
notice that they are not all dressed alike; they are wearing
many different kinds of clothes.  Although we are still
dependent on mass production, we have gone beyond it
to an era of customization.  Today’s industrial world is all
about choices.

continued on page 6
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panel discussion involving editors from
IIE Transactions, IEEE Transactions on Reliability,
Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing, Quality and
Reliability Engineering International, Technometrics, and
Journal of Quality Technology.  All stressed their interest
in research that clearly demonstrates application to
problems faced by working professionals.  Topic areas of
specific interest include: bioinformatics, datamining,
experimental designs for multiple responses, SPC for
functional data, and visualization methods for reliability
results.  Later, at the section's business meeting, it was
reported that existing INFORMS journals were reluctant
to pre-arrange space for QSR topics.  Editors of QREI
and JQT present at the meeting expressed a willingness
to work with the section to create special issues or joint
sponsorship arrangements.

QSR Past Chair Bruce Ankenman with Student Contest Finalists: (L-
R) Jun Bai, Hyun-Woo Cho, Wenzhen Huang, and Carla Vivacqua

Also at the business meeting, Wenzhen Huang (Univ. of
Wisconsin-Madison) was presented a plaque as winner of
the QSR Best Student Paper Award for his entry “Mode-
Based Decomposition of Part Form Error by Discrete-
Cosine-Transform with Implementation to Assembly
and Stamping System with Compliant Parts”.  The other
finalists received certificates in recognition of their
achievement.  All of the finalists' papers can be found at
the section's web site.

continued from page 1

Glenn Miller from Georgia Institute of Technology, in
May 2003, for "Theoretical Aspects of Predictive
Inference", Advisor: Paul Kvam.

Ho-Young Lee from Texas A&M University, in May
2003, for "Diagnosing Spatial Variation Patterns in
Manufacturing Processes", Advisor: Dan Apley.

Ying Yang from Northwestern University, for
"Identifying Location and Dispersion Effects for Ordinal
Data in Industrial Experiments", Advisor: Bruce
Ankenman.

Grants received…
Darek Ceglarek and Yu Ding, $332,988 from NSF,
"Analysis and Optimization Method for Distributed
Sensor Systems in Electronics Assembly Processes,"
Collaborator: Feng Niu (Motorola).

Shiyu Zhou, $175,610 from NSF, "Modeling, Analysis,
and Control of Variation Propogation in Manufacturing
Processes," and $14,981 from SME Education
Foundation, "Monitoring and Diagnosis of Surface
Defects of Hot Rolling Processes."

Bruce Ankenman, $199,165 from General Motors
Corp., “Simulation Design and Analysis for GM,”
Collaborator: Barry Nelson.

Xiaoming Huo and C.F. Jeff Wu, from NSF,
“Approach to Combat Terrorism, SGER: Locating
Sparse Events in High Speed Stream Data.” v

continued from page 2

QSR Advisory Board Chair C.F. Jeff Wu (left) presents distinguished
service citation to QSR Past Chair Janjun "Jan" Shi v
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In the1920’s and 30’s, AT&T was the first to introduce
the notion of quality control.  Quality control made it
possible to maintain the same standards for every
product that was produced.  But eventually the
techniques of quality control were challenged because
they were implemented after production was complete.
Dr. Taguchi originated the concept of designing for
quality instead of controlling for  it.  Ever since he
developed this revolutionary concept, quality has been
implemented at different production stages for different
kinds of purposes.  Gradually, we have come to consider
quality as a process applicable not just to manufacturing
but also to service, education, and numerous other fields.

In the past several years, however, we have found that
industrial engineering specialties often don’t perform as
we expected them to.  Is supply chain really a way to help
us reenergize industrial engineering or are efficiency and
quality the issues we should look into further?  For the
future, should we continue paying attention to clearly
defined subjects, such as human factors or operations
research, or should we modify our approaches at the
same pace that our society moves forward?

Trends of Engineering Enrollment in the US
and the Asian Countries
It is my hope that this paper will generate discussions
among us.  Again, because the industrial revolution was
most fully realized in the US, industrial engineering
became popular and contributed very significantly to the
societal welfare of the country as well as the rest of the
world.  After performing some homework on IE
enrollments, I discovered that some of the findings
confirm my beliefs and others surprise me.  First of all,
let’s take a look at progress made on engineering
enrollment in general.  According to Fig. 1, the number
of engineering bachelor’s degree awarded in the US in
the last 25 years has been very stable.  Certain disciplines
have more students than others, and some disciplines
have more variations over time as well.  Other than
forming biomedical engineering departments, almost no
other new departments have been formed in US
engineering colleges in recent years in spite of the
advanced level of U.S. programs.  On the other hand, the
engineering discipline is a fast growing discipline in Asian
countries with growing enrollments as well as the

establishment of new departments and new universities.

Fig. 1:  Source: Science & Engineering Indicators, 2002

Many business persons would tell you that China is a fast
growing commercial market; Taiwan is a big market;
Japan is a high tech place; so are Korea, India, Hong
Kong, Malaysia and so on.  But, I want to let you know
that, engineering education is also growing at a huge rate
in these Asian countries, as is clearly indicated in Fig. 1.
where the number of engineering bachelor’s degrees
offered in China, Taiwan, India, South Korea, and Japan
has grown almost exponentially during the last 25 years.
This, of course, is support for the idea that the Asian
countries are indeed growing marketplaces.  More
engineers are not produced without a demand.

Fig. 2:  Source: National Science Foundation, 2001

Let’s take a look at Fig. 2, which shows the number of
doctorate degrees awarded in the US to different
citizenship groups.  You can draw several kinds of
conclusions from this data.  Confirming our belief, more
engineering doctorates have been awarded to foreign
students than to US citizens.  For the last ten years, the
number of PhD degrees in engineering awarded  to US
citizens has also remained quite constant.  In fact, US
students have shown very little interest in pursuing

continued from page 4
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graduate degrees.

The number of Chinese who have received doctorates in
engineering in the US was up quite a bit until two years
ago when it started dropping off.  In recent years, both
Taiwanese and South Korean students have become less
anxious to go to the US to get graduate degrees in
engineering.  The number of doctorate degrees in
engineering awarded to students from Taiwan and South
Korea has decreased very dramatically.  Take Taiwan as
an example.  Last year, only 285 Taiwanese received
engineering doctorates from the US.  Twenty years ago,
it was 755.  The same trend has been seen with South
Koreans.

By contrast, in Fig. 3 we see that the number of
Japanese who received doctorate degrees in Science and
Engineering has gone up four times in the last 25 years.
However, since the Japanese rarely go to the US to
pursue PhD degrees, the actual numbers are very low.
As I mentioned, the number of students from South
Korea who received US PhD degrees in engineering and
science have decreased; however, the number of PhDs
received by South Korean students in their own country
has been increasing.  This is shown in Fig. 3 as an
increasing function during the last 25 years.

Fig. 3:  Source :Science & Engineering Indicators, 2002

There are reasons for these trends.  Let’s take a look at
the Chinese students.  China opened its markets to the
west about 20 years ago.  In the last 10 years, China has
grown extraordinarily fast.  The Chinese have received
PhD degrees from their own country at a drastically fast
rate.  In addition, the number of Chinese who received
degrees from the US had been going up until 2 years ago.
It’s interesting in note that in 1998 Chinese universities
offered more PhDs to Chinese students than Japanese

universities did.  You may not think too much about this.
The Chinese population is about 6 times that of the
Japanese population.  But if you look at the annual
income of the Chinese citizens, which is less than 5% of
the Japanese annual income, producing the same number
or more PhDs actually means a lot.  This is also true for
the Taiwanese in Taiwan.  The number of Taiwanese
who have received PhDs from universities in Taiwan has
drastically increased.  The Taiwanese, as mentioned, are
often reluctant to go to the US to receive any graduate
degree, not just in engineering or science.  This plot
should give you a notion that Asian is a fast growing
place in the engineering disciplines.

The following figures will show you some examples.
The first example in Fig. 4 shows the BS, MS and PhD
degrees offered in Taiwan over the last several years.  In
the last 25 years, after having been trained by US
universities, many Taiwanese came back to Taiwan upon
graduation.  However, they needed students and research
assistants and the universities began to grow .  Taiwan has
more than 150 universities as compared to 30 years ago
when I was a student when there were only about 30
universities.  Look at those figures; amazingly, the
increase in bachelors’ degrees offered by Taiwanese
universities has been tremendous.  If you configure the
population in Taiwan, it is one tenth of the population of
the US.  However, the number of students who have
received undergraduate engineering degrees in Taiwan is
about 35% of those who have received bachelors’ degree
in the US.  Likewise, this is true for Masters degrees and
also for PhD degrees.  The first reason for this is that
those engineers and scientists who received PhDs from
the US want to have students to help conduct research.
The second reason is that Taiwan has developed a large
number of universities, both high quality and low quality
ones, because of the economic growth in Taiwan.
Creating universities is also a money-making business for
the private sector in Taiwan.  The students who received
undergraduate degrees there are very reluctant to pursue
higher degrees, and they are particularly reluctant to
enroll in US universities.  As a consequence, the number
of Taiwanese students who go to the US has been
decreasing in recent years at the same time that the
number of Taiwanese students receiving degrees from
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Taiwan has gone up quite bit.

Fig. 4:  Source: National Science Council, Taiwan, 2001

Now, let’s take a closer look at industrial engineering.
Fig. 5 shows the number of bachelor’s degrees awarded
in industrial engineering in the US, Taiwan, South Korea
and China.  The reference for these data is given at the
bottom of Fig. 5.  Looking at China as an example, we
see that industrial engineering was barely known there
until the last 10 years.  As of today, there are 95 industrial
engineering departments or programs in China.  For
comparison you need to know that in the US, there are
less than 100 universities that offer an industrial
engineering degree.

Fig. 5:  Source: ASEE Directory of Undergraduate Engineering
Statistics, 1993-2001; Korea Educational Development Institute; DOE,

R.O.C.; Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China.

South Korea’s population is 25% of the population of
the US, but it produces 65% of the number of IE
bachelors degrees awarded by US universities.  Today,
industrial engineering is indeed a fast growing discipline
in the Asian countries.  But why is this trend so strong?
In addition to the reasons I have given to you before,
there is one other.  It is not easy to fund an industrial

engineering program or department in the US.  If you
recall what I said earlier, IE had its roots in industrial
revolution.  Efficiency and quality are the attributes that
have motivated interest in industrial engineering.  The
slogan of industrial engineering has been “If you work
smart, you don’t have to work hard.”  But is working
smart enough for today?  Is it even true that US
engineers don’t work hard?  I believe this slogan has
misled many individuals outside of the discipline.  I’d like
to suggest us to think about it.  There are many other
factors that have motivated people in the US today to be
prosperous and to stay advanced.

Why is industrial engineering becoming so popular in the
Asian countries?  I haven’t even mentioned India, which
is another fast growing place.  If we look at the industrial
engineering degrees awarded in South Korea, it is equally
amazing.  By the way, the situation in South Korea is
very similar to the situation in Taiwan.  Likewise, I
forecast that, China will be another Taiwan and another
South Korea in terms of the growth of the industrial
engineering discipline.  Because of the economic growth
in China, I predict that in 10 more years, China will have
more than 200 industrial engineering
programs/departments.

Fig. 6:  Source: Korea Educational Development Institute

Fig. 6 is quite interesting.  The bachelors degree in South
Korea has been up quite a lot, but the master’s degree
awarded  in South Korea have been relatively stable.  The
number of PhDs in South Korea has been up somewhat
but not in proportion to the rate of growth of the
bachelors degrees.  As I show the numbers, I would like
to think about which is the optimal degree for an
industrial engineering student to pursue?  Is the bachelor
degree the best degree?  Is the master degree thebest
degree?  Or is the PhD degree the optimal degree?  In
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the US in the last 20 years, the number of PhD degrees
awarded  has remained quite stable.  It’s very interesting
to note that most of those who received PhDs from the
US either in industrial engineering or engineering came
from India, China, Taiwan and South Korea.  Now
what?  Americans are still not interested in pursuing the
Ph.D. degree.  Taiwanese and South Koreans don’t go to
USA to get degrees.  The numbers of Indians who
remain in US universities to pursue the Ph.D. degrees
have been quite stable.  The Chinese have recently
occupied a large percentage of the US higher education
market, particularly in the engineering disciplines, but
lately there have been some decrease in enrollment of
students from China.

Why does the US still have very stable market for
engineering education?  Are we going to see some
decreases in enrollment in engineering in the US?  All of
these are very interesting questions.  Why are there not
enough American citizens to pursue graduate degrees in
US universities?  For many years, some US universities
have had hundred graduate students in engineering
without ever having a single US citizen.

To conclude my discussion of these figures, I hope I’ve
given you an idea of the enrollment trends in the
engineering disciplines and particularly industrial
engineering in recent years in the US and Asia.  You’ll be
wondering, how about industrial engineering in the rest
of the world?  In the European countries, other than in
Turkey, Portugal and Spain, industrial engineering is not
a recognized discipline.  In South America, industrial
engineering is becoming popular in some countries but
not in others.  In Hong Kong, Singapore and some south
Asian countries, industrial engineering has been
recognized.  However, industrial engineering has not
been recognized by much of the rest of the world,
including Russia, Germany, India, and others.

Quality and efficiency have been important in the history
of industrial engineering.  But things are changing today.
We must not live in the past.  Today’s environment is a
very different one.

Current Trends on Education and Research in
Science and Engineering
So what are the current trends in research in engineering?

How can we keep pace with the broad constituencies of
our discipline and with the rest of society?  Is there still a
market for industrial engineering?

I hope the following discussion doesn’t surprise you at
all.  In current research in science and engineering, the
popular topics are nano technologies, biotechnology, and
global issues.  For your information, for this year alone,
the world market for products considered to involve
nano technology is one trillion dollars.  Biotechnology
and other global issues are dominating today’s research
topics, like it or not.  Being efficient is no longer enough.
In some cases, being efficient is not even important.
Being creative seems to be more critical today.

If you ask what will happen in the future, I can’t tell you;
but I do know what is happening today.  There is the
trend in engineering education that combines research
with education at all levels.  We are used to thinking that
people who are good teachers can’t do research and
those who are good researchers are not good teachers.
But the current trend is, regardless of the level of
education, undergraduate or graduate, teaching and
research are equally important; they are concurrently and
non-hierarchically taught and exercised.  They are
integrated together!

I don’t have to explain further why competitiveness is
important.  The key point is that higher education,
engineering education, and industrial engineering
education are all highly competitive.  If  we don’t remain
competitive, we will be out of business.  Every one is
competing for resources and visibility.  Every one is
competing for students and faculty.  Every one is
competing for recognition.  And if we’re not been
recognized, we shouldn’t blame others for not
recognizing us.  We should examine whether or not we
are competitive enough in education and research.  The
fact that in the past 15 years many industrial engineering
departments in the US have been eliminated/merged
speaks for itself.

We must continue to renew the traditional subjects,
deciding what should be removed and what should be
added to the curriculum in order to remain competitive.
The current trend in engineering is to be more relevant
to industrial problems and to be more project-specific.
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Current Research Topics in Industrial
Engineering
The number one most popular topic in industrial
engineering research today is issues related to supply
chain.  The second hottest issue is information-based
topics, including human-computer interface.  We cannot
live in this world without computers, information, and e-
business; even though e-business today seems to be not
as hot a topic as three years ago.  Dot-coms come and
dot-coms go.  Believe me, dot-coms will come back
again.  They’re like ghosts surrounding us.  In fact, even
in recession, dot-coms were still one of the few growing
business sectors last year.  We’ve been spoiled by dot-
coms and can’t live without them.

And there’s another odd thing, which is very important,
that I want everybody to think about it.  Industrial
engineering is becoming more multidisciplinary than
disciplinary.  We have very few items, subjects, topics,
etc. that belong to us exclusively.  Very few!!!  Therefore,
it has been a mistake to try to retain disciplinary
boundaries for ourselves.  Even without knowing IE and
without having IE training, many other professionals are
using IE techniques.  For example, with or without IE
training, everyone is doing scheduling, sometimes better
than we are!  Industrial engineers need to learn to
participate in other activities including not only
engineering, but science and business activities as well.

In fact, the IE discipline’s boundary is becoming very
fuzzy.  Recently the service industry has begun noticing
IE, and, as you know the service industry consists of a
big chunk of society’s expenditures.  Up until, little
outstanding research has taken place within this industry.
But in the US, many agencies have begun funding
service oriented research and development.

Industrial Engineering: An Applied Subject
Industrial engineering is a very broad subject, and not
one that is very well recognized by our engineering peers.
I want to remind that industrial engineering is an applied
subject.  We can do theory.  But if theory has no value
for solving problems, theory will not work.
Unfortunately, in the last 20 years, few important
improvements/inventions have come from industrial
engineers.  Karmarker, who developed interior point

method for linear programming, and Dr. Taguchi, who
invented quality methods, made important contributions
to our field but neither one was recognized as an
industrial engineer even though their contributions have
been studied by all of us.

The problems and solutions addressed by Karmarker and
Taguchi share many things in common.  Both persons
have dealt with problems from the problems’ viewpoint.
Both have dealt with applied subjects, and both have
contributed to the theoretical foundation of rich subjects.
Neither of them is an industrial engineer.  Neither of
them publishes papers in the classically recognized
journals of their own discipline, in quality or operations
research.  Both of their methods have been widely
adopted.  Because they understand their problems very
well, they are able to address multidisciplinary subjects.
They understand and approach problems and they solve
them.  The solutions are later generalized to other things.
They never address trivial solutions, nor do they address
virtual solutions.  They’re not developing theories for
problems that do not exist.  They have both made a
tremendous impact on society and the world .  And they
both approach quality concerns not just by talking.  I
don’t mean that theories are not important but theory
should be able to support the approaches and the
solutions generated by it.  Actually, both of them have
contributed very significantly to the theoretical side of
their subjects and have generated tremendous discussion
by others, including those who know nothing but theory.

In summary, industrial engineers should be agents of
change.  We should be able to lead other engineers to
make changes, to recognize this is a changing world.
Unfortunately, we’re generally not.  Maybe there are
market places where we can accomplish something just
by being efficient but we this will not make us agents of
change.

In order to become agents of change, I have some
suggestions.  Even though some industrial engineering
topics are very hot right now, I’m not saying that
everybody should follow these.  We must become better
at assessing the needs of the world’s societies.  For some,
efficiency is still important.  In some segments of these
societies, efficiency theory is still important.  But other
segments of other societies have moved beyond concern
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with efficiency.  They have other concerns and industrial
engineers must become more creative in addressing
these.  Only by being out in front in developing new
ideas can we hope to become respected leaders of our
societies.

Relevance
I was in Hong Kong a few weeks ago, visiting the
industrial engineering department at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong.  Like others, they are doing
outstanding jobs to make their curricula, education, and
research relevant to the Hong Kong community.  By
developing financial engineering and human-computer
interface programs to help with bilingual translation for
the Hong Kong people, they’re not copying US
programs.  Being relevant to the local community to
fulfill the needs of the local society is essential.

And do not forget, we should also contribute to the
global community.  We’re in engineering disciplines.  We
could be doing technology.  We could be doing
management.  But we need to be able to contribute to
the global communities.  We need to be able to
contribute to the knowledge base.  If one day, society can
not remember anything produced by us, that’s the time
we should say goodbye.

We can contribute to two big categories.  The first one is
more on the engineering side, paying more attention to
design issues.  Optimization, simulation, and modeling
are important in the context of design.  But, remember,
don’t model the wrong things.  Try to understand the
problems and to model the problems with the tools we
have.  Traditional industrial engineering has been tools
oriented.  As I mentioned, we need to pay more attention
to the problems.  Doing design, modeling and simulation
will able us to use information correctly.  We must model
the problems and try to find applications to industrial
problems.  Do not work on virtual problems unless your
expertise is virtual reality.  Virtual reality research is
trying to close the loop of a complex phenomenon.  But
virtual reality is not only being virtual, but solving virtual
problems which can be a virtualization of a real solution.

On the other side, in order to be good agents of change,
we cannot ignore the management side of industrial
engineering.  For some IE departments, who pay more

attention to management issues, I think you can do more
with classical engineering management.  If your society
has a need to improve efficiency to pay attention to
quality, you can still use classical engineering
management.  Even when society is more advanced, you
can take a look at technology management.  Look at the
impact of high tech information, biotech informatics.

In order to understand bio informatics, I have attended
about 20 seminars provided by first class speakers of
informatics.  I’ve listened to all those talks and I was
totally amazed.  First of all, in all of the talks, 95% of the
content is about optimization, and the speakers are not
familiar with the optimization techniques developed by
industrial engineers.  The second amazing thing is that I
don’t know any industrial engineers (in particular the
optimization experts) who are doing bio informatics.
They don’t even know anything about informatics at this
moment.  If they do, I don’t know yet.  So I was amazed
by both sides.  And yet, I am not that amazed because I
am afraid that they are all still doing, to some extent, the
old type of research.

Conclusions
In conclusion, I hope I have presented a little something
to discuss from.  Here are some last thoughts:

1. It is important to have a “niche.”  Everything needs
a niche.  I think of industrial engineering: we should
have our niches.  We need to be more system-
oriented.  We need to pay attention to innovation
and we need to be business minded.  Let me qualify
one more thing.  If you are in a U.S high-tech
business, you need to be more high-tech.  (Being less
high-tech is probably one of the reasons that the
number of IE departments has reduced in the US.)
If you are in a growing market, you need to pay
more attention to efficiency.  So that’s what I mean
by business minded.  It needs to be technology
based.  Neither just “Work Smart,” nor just “Work
Hard.”  I came from Taiwan, a country known for
having hard workers.  I’m telling that working hard is
essential but not enough.

2. It is important to maintain high quality, not just have
the numbers.  We have quite a few universities and
IE students.  But, do we have enough quality
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Position Announcements

Auburn University
Department of Industral and

Systems Engineering

Tenure/tenure track opening
(rank open). Research interests
flexible. Contact Dr. Jeff
Smith for more information.
(jsmith@eng.auburn.edu)
Informal discussions will be
arranged at INFORMS
Atlanta.

Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman
Department of Mathematics and Statistics

The Department has two vacant Assistant Professors positions in Statistics
starting Spring/Fall 2004. However exceptional candidates may be
considered at Associate Professor level. Candidates interested in the
statistics positions should be well versed in a variety of statistical software
packages and preference will be given to candidates with experience in
Actuarial science, Bayesian statistics or Applied statistics. All position will
entail teaching at undergraduate and graduate level and candidates should
have a strong commitment to high quality teaching and scholarly research.
Enquiries can be addressed to Prof. Lakdere Benkherouf
(hoddomas@squ.edu.om). Positions will remain open until filled but
applications received before 15th October 2003 will receive strongest
consideration.

Call for Papers/Sessions in Quality and Reliability in IERC’2004

The annual Industrial Engineering Research Conference (IERC'2004) will be held in Houston, Texas from May 16-
18 at the Hilton Americas-Houston Hotel.  The conference is planning to have a cluster of sessions in the general
Quality and Reliability research area.   For each talk, it is required to have either a full paper or an extended
abstract.  A high priority for the acceptance will be given to the authors with the full paper submission.  In addition,
there will be a Best Paper Award competition for the full papers.  If you are interested in submitting papers or
organizing sessions, please email your paper abstract or session titles to the following contacts before Nov. 15.

Dr. Judy Jin
Dept. of Systems and Industrial Engineering
The University of Arizona
Judy@sie.arizona.edu
Phone: 520-6216559

Dr. Ed Pohl
Dept. of Systems Engineering
United States Military Academy
e-mail: fe6428@usma.edu
Phone: (845) 938-5168

instructors and materials for the students?  Are we
providing students with degrees only or with some
more professional capability?  Is an industrial
engineering degree an essential ingredient for our
society or just another modifier that one can live
with or without?  Furthermore, why are we
producing so many Ph.D. graduates in industrial
engineering?  Where are they placed in the market
place upon graduation?  In the US, what if someday
there are no foreign students interesting in the Ph.D.
degree in industrial engineering.

3. Are there strategic plans for the industrial engineers
in the Asian countries?  Are the IE programs in the

Asian countries monitored and assessed?  It is
important that we be held accountable by our
society.  What are the optimal degrees for our local
society and what is the optimal curriculum for our
students?  Are we still offering things which are out
of style?

What else should industrial engineers be doing?  In order
to have our niche, in order to survive, we need to be first
class industrial engineers, not second class
mathematicians, second class sociologists, second class
manufacturers or others.  In order to have niches, we
need to recognize the community.  If we don’t have a
niche, we’ll not be recognized by our community.


